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Dina Iordanova 

 

A Variety of (Small) Sizes 

Back in the summer of 2000 I visited the Cinematheque in Skopje, the 

capital of the newly minted Republic of Macedonia, formerly part of 

federative Yugoslavia.2  Colleagues there had started an ambitious 

historiographical project, which was to cover all forty-five feature films that 

had been made during Macedonia’s existence within Yugoslavia.  They had 

already put out two or three books on the general topic of Macedonian 

national cinema and had published several research monographs dedicated to 
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individual films, going in the order in which they were made. There was a 

book on The First Macedonian Film, on The Second Macedonian Film, on 

The Third Macedonian Film, and so on. 3  

I do not know if this project to thoroughly cover the whole national 

film output has continued and whilst I only remember some of the films that 

had been covered, the project seemed fitting.  Perhaps it has advanced 

substantially in the past decade. What I was left with was the feeling of 

manageability and orderliness: indeed, it is a real boon to know the precise 

number of films that a national film history consists of.  One even has an 

oddly pleasant feeling knowing that the body of works is a number that allows 

one to get an easy grip of a small national cinema by spending a relatively 

brief period of time in watching the films and reading about them.  And 

indeed, having watched about ten of the Macedonian films, I felt entitled to 

claim modest expertise in it – after all, this was nearly a quarter of what I 

needed to have seen to know its history.  

 Some years later I was asked to contribute to a volume on small 

national cinemas.  As a native of Bulgaria, I thought it would be easiest to 

write about what I seemed to know best and could check the easiest.  Among 

other things, and perhaps inspired by the Macedonian example, I tried to 

calculate how many Bulgarian films had been made from the onset of cinema 

through to the end of the communist period in 1989.4  The figure I came up 

with was approximately 400.  This number is about eight times bigger than 

the Macedonian list, and whereas it would be too ambitious to expect that 

every film made in Bulgaria would see a research monograph dedicated to it, 

the number was not particularly large, either.  If one would set out and work 
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on it persistently, one could see all these Bulgarian films within a year or so. 

It would be a time-consuming, but nonetheless manageable, finite 

undertaking.  And seeing about even forty of these films would allow 

someone to speak with authority on the subject of Bulgarian national cinema. 

Then, I move in my mind slightly further north within the same region 

and look at Romania –still a relatively small country – and ask how many 

films were made here from the early days though to the end of communism in 

1989.  The estimate I receive is for around 700 films.5   If one wanted to come 

to know the cinema of Romania, assuming one watches one film per day, one 

would take around two years of persistent viewing to see all the films.  Seeing 

a selection of about fifty-sixty of these films would probably allow someone 

to talk with authority on the dominant themes and identity concerns found in 

this national cinematic tradition.   

Now, Romania, a country of about twenty million today, has 

traditionally been two-three times more populous than Bulgaria (at eight 

million), and has about ten times the population of Macedonia.  The figures of 

700, 400 and forty-five films are quite different and define not only different 

production and exhibition patterns, but also dissimilar discursive contexts. Yet 

the film traditions of these three countries count equally as ‘small cinemas’.  

The cinemas of neighbouring Greece and Turkey would probably 

qualify as ‘small cinemas’ as well – even if, throughout the 1960s, both 

countries released more than a hundred titles per annum, and even today still 

have a solid annual output. 

Indeed, it seems that what has now become an established concept of 

‘small cinema’, first proposed by Mette Hjort in regard to the globalising 
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cinema of Denmark (2005) and developed by David Martin-Jones in his work 

on the globalising cinema of Scotland (2009), is one that is particularly 

diverse and wide-ranging, and encompasses an assortment of differently sized 

and shaped cinematic traditions. We encounter this diversity all over again on 

the pages of this book.  

About 3000 films are made globally every year in the world today. Of 

these about a quarter are made and released in the context of small national 

cinemas: cumulatively my estimate is for over seven hundred films coming 

out of these traditions every year. If we want to understand the dynamics of 

global cinema, we need to pay attention to the way these cinemas produce and 

disseminate their films, and to the way these films are experienced and seen.  

 

Unseen Cinema: The Struggle for Self-Acceptance 

One of the characteristics of small cinemas is that being linked to a 

minor language and only likely to achieve limited circulation due to the 

linguistic constraints, they are heavily reliant on exhibiting within the 

domestic market (theatrical, ancillary and television), which does not bring 

very large exposure.  And whereas there may be some industry protection at 

the level of production, the assistance for distribution and exhibition is 

traditionally limited and quota systems are rarely in place.  Even if supported, 

domestic films have to compete for audiences with Hollywood and other 

foreign fare, which often attracts the larger crowds.  And whilst it may appear 

incomprehensible for me why would people in the Balkans be more interested 

in seeing films about life in ugly L.A. or even in provincial Fargo, it is a fact 

that these attract more people than films set in Bucharest, Athens, or Varna. 
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Thus, in addition to talking ‘small’ cinemas, we often need to take into 

consideration that these cinemas are also ‘unseen’ – both internationally and 

at home.6  Making sure that a film is seen within the small country that 

produced it can sometimes be a challenging task.7 

 It is the awkward relationship with audiences – one that is marked by 

shortage of acceptance and appreciation – that seems to be at the core of the 

low self-esteem and insecurities displayed by many small cinemas. They keep 

releasing title after title that fail to impress and thus remain ‘unseen’.  But this 

is not because something is wrong with the films.  We often see situations 

where wonderful films are made and released and yet not ‘seen’, that do not 

manage to delight or leave a mark in the nation’s discourse.8  Such situations 

are often blamed on the films themselves and filmmakers are often ’shamed’ 

for failing to connect – whereas, strangely enough, no possible deficiencies of 

the country’s public culture seem to be accepted. Thus, the position of the 

cinema in the public sphere of such countries is often one of a shy child who 

is trying to reach out to an emotionally unavailable parent.  It is extremely 

rare to come across films that would directly challenge the status quo and 

address all-important issues of national anxieties and self-doubt.9 

I routinely see this situation of not being ‘seen’ in two countries that I 

intently observe – my native country of Bulgaria and my adopted country of 

Scotland.  Over recent years I have seen many films come out of these 

situations that I thought were quite good and deserving of attention.  And yet 

it was not possible to talk about any persistent cinematic vision or presence, 

and it would be highly unlikely to find local people that could name more than 

a few films from within these countries.  
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Bulgarian cinema displays full-blown insecurities – for the most part it 

lacks sincerity and tries to mimic something else – from neurotic 

preoccupation with a lost young generation which wears punk-gear in 

mountain villages where pensioners grow cannabis (Mila from Mars/Mila ot  

Mars, Zornitsa Sophia, 2004) or wastes away on desolate beaches 

(Sneakers/Kecove, Valeri Yordanov, 2011) through to tortured and inflated 

obsessions of the surveillance years (Zift, Javor Gardev, 2008; The Color of 

the Chameleon/Cvetat na hameleona, Emil Hristov 2012).  It is a cinema that 

has not come to terms with the reality of being commonplace, dull, and 

subservient and to finding the courage to look all these in the eye.  It is a 

cinema dominated by disorientation and uncertainty, expressed in trying to 

look more exotic and exciting, but not achieving it and thus only reasserting 

its struggle for self-acceptance. 

In spite of all the recent books written about it – and I know no less 

than three of these – Scottish cinema is even more difficult to describe, as the 

films that supposedly examine the Scottish psyche – based in Glasgow’s 

rough suburbs (Red Road, Andrea Arnold, 2006), under Edinburgh’s grey 

skies (Hallam Foe, David Mackenzie, 2007), or in remote Highlands outposts 

(A Lonely Place to Die, Julian Gilbey 2011) – are not truly known or seen.  In 

Scotland, as the country does not yet have a national status, this absence of 

public acknowledgment for cinema somehow does not even become an issue. 

But it will.  

 On the other hand, there are some national cinemas that swallow the 

bitter pill of insignificance. There are filmmakers who, courageously, reject 

the shame and opt to drop the uncomfortable silence and talk sincerely about 
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difficult subject matters. A case in point would be the new Romanian cinema. 

It is full of anti-heroes.  Dante Lazarescu, for example, whose dirty bandages 

and emotional discomfort both fall apart, leading to an extreme and fully 

discouraging end; or émigré Felicia, whose exchanges with her parents could 

have come straight out of textbooks on the ‘drama  triangle’ or the ‘double 

bind’; or the dirty power games of the charismatic yet monstrously 

manipulative mother in Child’s Pose.10  What I see in Romanian cinema, then, 

is much more self-acceptance, coming to terms with the liminality and the 

deficiencies; it is a cinema that does not to try to look like something else, and 

is thus original and exciting – because it is truthful.  

In a similar way, the cinema of small Denmark opted to be equally 

daring some time ago – with uncomfortably frank films such as The 

Celebration (Festen, Thomas Vinterberg, 1998), Adam’s Apples (Adams 

Aebler, Anders Thomas Jensen, 2005), and After the Wedding (Efter 

brylluppet, Susanne Bier, 2006), up to more recent ones, like The Hunt 

(Jagten, Thomas Vinternerg 2012), A Hijacking (Kapringen, Tobias 

Lindholm, 2012), and even Lars von Trier’s  Nymphomaniac (2013).  Not 

trying to please, it is a self-assured cinema that has managed to look a number 

of uncomfortable subject matters straight in the eye, and explore the abuse of 

the vulnerable, the calculated humanism, and the insatiable emotional void 

created by hurtful indifference.  No need of big budgets or entertainment 

value here; it is a cinema that has taken a deep breath and has learned to speak 

in an even voice.  

 

‘Who Can Speak?’ 
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Then, it is also about the scholarship.  

Early on in my émigré career, as a beginner film and media studies 

specialist in the U.S., it was somehow implied that, as Bulgarian, I would 

flawlessly develop expertise on Bulgarian matters.  And I did, responding to 

invitations to contribute chapters on Bulgarian film or media for different 

collections, and feeling confident in my judgements due to my knowledge of 

the language and my intricate familiarity with the national context.11   But as I 

was doing so, I was feeling increasingly restrained and rebellious. The self-

imposed limitation of only talking of what I knew best was working against 

my better judgement, which intuitively was suggesting I wanted to break free 

and speak about other things that I was not feeling so sure about, yet wanted 

to have the chance to explore, name, and understand.  

Why had the prospect of being ‘boxed in’ as a Bulgarian specialist 

terrify me so enormously?  I did have many things to say on the cinema and 

the culture of my native country, but there was so much more that I was 

seeing and wanted to talk about.  Constructing a plausible narrative that could 

weave together the ‘unseen films’ of my native small cinema culture was less 

attractive to me than weaving together a larger narrative of global moves and 

migrations.  Having become one of the many post-Cold War global itinerants 

of my generation, I found that there were other processes – such as the 

dynamics of the global and the subtle interplay of messages and perceptions, 

the way discourses were picked up and then dropped transnationally, and how 

small and big issues intersected and interacted around the world – that were 

much more appealing for me to explore.  
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It seems to me that many other scholars who remained committed to 

the national framework may have been through the same process of self-

questioning, and it may have led them to similar or to completely different 

answers.  For them – I speculate, as for myself – the issue was pretty much 

coming down to the perennial question of avoiding vulnerability. Academic 

writing, passing on judgements and views, is not journalism.  There is no 

space for artistic license, no space for speculation, no space for playfulness or 

fantasizing: things must be surveyed and reported on in depth, as they 

materialise in the context of a national framework that yields established (and 

rarely questioned) boundaries to the field of study.  We can speak only if we 

are downright protected in what we are saying, and more often than not what 

we are sure about is the culture of our own countries of origin, or the culture 

of countries that we have been living in and scrutinising for ages. 

It is along these lines, it seems to me – all coming down to the 

entitlement to speak – that many of us only feel secure talking about a 

country/culture one feels one knows intimately – and this usually happens to 

be our own country. Why is it that my Spanish friend keeps coming to 

Spanish themes, from Don Quixote through Victor Erice to Biancanieves 

(Spain, Pablo Berger, 2012), and next wants to work on a book on ‘the 

Spanish brand’?  Why is it that my Chinese specialist friend, who knows tons 

of various other cinemas and has original views on them all, always keeps 

reverting to his secure base in Chinese material?  Why is it that the friend 

from Istanbul is so engaged with Turkish cinema that she never considers 

committing to paper her views on the more general dynamics of global film 

industries that she would share in private?  Why is it that my Romanian PhD 
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student wants to write on sex and sexuality as represented in the cinema of the 

communist period, but would explore it only with reference to Romanian 

material? 

I find it particularly encouraging, in view of the knotty issue of ‘who 

can speak’, that this volume contains chapters by authors who dare to ‘speak 

across borders’ – here, a Romanian writes on Bulgarian documentary, a 

Serbian on east Africa, and an American on early Hong Kong cinema.  

And then, of course, there is the apt remark of Andrew Higson, who, 

trying to address ‘some of the implications of using the term “national” in 

discourses about cinema’ (he implied here both film industry and film 

culture), suggested that ‘the parameters of a national cinema should be drawn 

at the site of consumption as much as at the site of production of films’.  He 

insisted, in his argument, that one should focus ‘on the activity of the 

audiences and the conditions under which they make sense of and use the 

films they watch’ (1989:36).  

It was Higson’s appeal for this more dynamic understanding that first 

recognised that each national cinema is also profoundly transnational – not 

only because of the often transnational way in which films are being made, 

but mainly because no homogenous national context is really possible at the 

point of reception. Viewers are being exposed to films that come from all over 

and there is no possibility to have them view selectively, as ‘captive’ 

audiences. A foreign film may easily influence and shape the discourse more 

than nationally made films.  Indeed, whereas many of the films discussed as 

formative within a national framework never reach any significant viewing 

numbers, remaining ‘unseen’, and make it difficult to claim that they really 
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influenced any national consciousness or way of thinking, let alone a national 

self-narrative, there are scores of foreign films that are much more 

influential.12 

 

Opening Up: Watching Across Borders 

Don’t we all move around a lot these days?  Don’t we live with other people 

and in countries other than our ‘own’?  Don’t we have plenty of opportunity 

to realise that whilst things are different in different places, they are also 

pretty much the same and that, in fact, people can and do talk to each other 

across borders? 

The French may be mainly watching French films, Americans may 

never know much beyond American movies, and Indians are known to engage 

in the repeat viewing of Indian films.  But those of us linked to small nations 

are more conscious of the interplay between identity and mimicry and are 

more prepared to watch across borders. What can be true for the Brazilian 

protagonists of Nelson Pereira dos Santos’s classic Vidas Secas (Barren Lives, 

1963) is true for the poor villages of any dry plane, hill, and plateau across the 

South.  We can relate to each other above and beyond the barriers of language 

or national costume and beyond ‘the peculiarities of the national hunt’, as the 

Russian director had it.13  This chance to relate is particularly important for 

those of us who watch the films made in the context of small cinemas. 

But whereas the ‘national’ exists as an established subject of study, the 

question is what is the subject of study when one watches across borders?  

The answer is: ‘the transnational’, as this is the mode of our existence today. 

To me, such watching is the only way to gain understanding of contemporary 
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cinema with all its complex dynamics – as well as of the world at large, for 

that matter.14  

Not long ago, accessibility to the wealth of national material was 

limited.  Some academics behaved possessively: career as a specialist in the 

history of cinema of a specific nation would only be possible if one secured a 

continuous and uninterrupted access to the material (films) coming out from 

the respective country.  Once such channels of inflow of material were 

established, such scholars would gain a competitive edge over others who 

simply could not see the films, and could thus sustain themselves as ‘experts’ 

on the basis of privileged access.  What insights could be offered was a 

secondary concern; it was about fencing off a corner, creating a secure niche. 

Today, the bulk of cinematic outputs of small national traditions are 

increasingly becoming available online (Iordanova 2014).  In the past year 

alone, I was able to find and watch every older Romanian and Turkish film I 

felt I needed to see, as well as the two new films from the United Arab 

Emirates that were recommended to me.15  Entire national cinemas are on the 

Internet, especially those of small nations.  Copyright holders, on the one 

hand, may not be happy with a situation that they cannot control, but on the 

other must recognise that films now gain a wider exposure than ever, 

especially beyond the borders of their respective countries.  

The Internet is not the only place where such watching beyond borders 

takes place.  Another is on board airplanes – take any long-haul Emirates 

flight and a wide variety of world cinema will be at your fingertips.16  And of 

course there are film festivals.17  We may see films from a country we are 

about to visit or have just visited.  Or we may see films from countries where 
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we have never been and are not even likely to visit. And the place of watching 

may have nothing to do with the place where a film comes from: In the past 

year, for example, I saw two Croatian films, one at the festival in Thessaloniki 

in Greece, (Vinko Bresan’s The Priest’s Children/Svecenikova djeca, 2013), 

and the other one, Igor Mirkovic’s Night Boats/Nocni brodovi (2012), at the 

film house in Copenhagen; I saw Patrizio Guzmán’s Primer año (1973) at the 

Pompidou Centre in Paris and his Chile: The Obstinate Memory (1997) on my 

laptop at a hotel room in Abu Dhabi.  

Reading through this book makes me feel like I am traveling on one of 

these airlines or visiting one of these festivals where the cinema of the world 

has come together for me.  Names of directors that I like – Sharunas Bartas, 

Idrissa Ouedraogo, Garin Nugroho, all transitional figures in one way of 

another – come together with a number of other transitional aspects, across 

decades and societies.  Burgeoning developments in Croatia, Lithuania, and 

Indonesia interchange with a discussion of the Dhow countries gathering at 

the festival in Zanzibar – all spaces and territories in transition.  Reading it is 

like watching across borders and time frames.  It is quite possible that not a 

single one of us is familiar with all the material covered here.  But what can 

be better than an invitation to open up to these small cinemas and 

acknowledge their presence across global expanses?  

  

 

Dina Iordanova is Professor of Film Studies at the University of St. Andrews 

in Scotland. She likes writing on films that focus on life at the fringes, where 

spatial and social marginality intersect and overlap. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0189026/?ref_=nm_flmg_dr_22
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Notes: 
 
1 Whereas I am not using direct quotations in this text, I would nonetheless 

like to acknowledge the influence of friends and colleagues whose views have 

shaped mine -- be it with their written work, via presentations I have heard 

them give, or in personal communication. These include but are not limited to 

András Bálint-Kovács, Ib Bondebjerg, Tim Bergfelder, Chris Berry, Petr 

Bilik, Cho Young-jung, Amalia Cordova, Mark Cousins, Nevena Dakovic, 

Pablo Echart, Alberto Elena, Nezih Erdogan, Peter Hames, Andrew Higson, 

Mette Hjort, Serdal Huseyinov, Bjorn Ingvoldstadt, Eva Jorholt, Dimitris 

Kerkinos, Anu Koivunen, Lars Kristensen, Jorge Latorre, Dominique Nasta, 

David Neo, Alex Marlow-Mann, David Martin-Jones, Gina Marchetti, Ewa 

Mazierska, Irina Novikova, Freddy Olsson, Yoana Pavlova, Constantin 
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Parvulescu, Sandra Ponzanesi, Duncan Petrie, Cathy Portuges, Peter Rist, 

Andrei Rus, Ella Shohat, Song Hwee-Lim, Bjorn Sorenssen, Robert Stam, as 

well as some of the contributors to this book. 

2 Kinoteka na Makedonija (http://www.maccinema.com). I am grateful for the 

assistance I received during this visit from Suzana Milevska, Vesna 

Maslovarik, and Blagoja Kunovski.  

3 I believe the films that had books dedicated to them include Mis Ston/Miss 

Stone, (1958) and Solunski atentatori/ The Salonika Terrorists (1961) both 

directed by Žika Mitrovic and exploring topics related to Macedonia’s 

emancipation from the Ottoman Empire in the early 20th century.  

4 This was for Mette Hjort and Duncan Petrie’s The Cinema of Small Nations. 

Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 2007.  

5 ‘Almost 700 feature films were made between 1912- 1989 in Romania. For 

the early period they include a lot of short films’ (personal correspondence 

with Marian Tutui, June 2014).  

6 During a recent visit to Hong Kong I realised that two of the films that are 

considered ‘formative’ by authorities on this cinema – Allen Fong’s Father 

and Son (Foo ji ching, 1981) and Clara Law’s Floating Life (Fu Sheng, 1996) 

– are not available for viewing beyond narrowly specialised venues.  

7 Cristian Mungiu, the director of Cannes-winning 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 

Days/4 luni, 3 saptamâni si 2 zile (Romania, 2007) had to hire a projection 

van from Germany and tour the country in order to allow people to see it.  

8 I have wondered, for example, to what extent some of the finest films from 

small countries like Hungary and Norway that I saw in the past year have 

been embraced by audiences domestically. My feeling is that these and many 

http://www.maccinema.com/
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other films can suitably be categorized as ‘unseen’ – they have played at 

festivals and may even have won awards, but nonetheless remain 

underappreciated. Some titles I have in mind include the Norwegian I Belong 

(Som du ser meg, Dag Johan Haugerud, 2012) and the Hungarian The 

Porcelain Doll (A porcelánbaba, Péter Gárdos, 2005).  I am grateful to Ingrid 

Rommetveit and Phil Mann for bringing these films to my attention and 

making it possible for me to see them.  
9 Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil Joreige’s remarkable documentary The 

Lebanese Rocket Society (Lebanon/France/Qatar, 2012) is one of these rare 

daring films. Seemingly dedicated to an ambitious sky-rocket project that a 

group of Beirut-based Armenian physicists, inspired by the space exploration 

achievements of bigger nations, embrace, but are then forced to abandon in 

the 1960s, the film, in fact, explores (and subtly challenges) the manipulation 

of collective memory and the suppression of national self-esteem in the name 

of a shaky and dubious Middle Eastern power balance. Forced into oblivion in 

the aftermath of the 1967 war, in the film the ‘rocket society’ project is 

brought back to life – through pictures, interviews, and in an activist-type 

endeavour to reconstruct and publicly transport a rocket through the streets of 

today’s Beirut.  In the course of all this, the film shrewdly raises audacious 

questions about ‘confiscated dreams’ and stifled aspirations. Why is it that, if 

you are Lebanese, you are not supposed to dream of space travel?  Why 

double standards?  Why the sky is off limits for exploration? 

Born in 1969 and representing the most active generation of Middle 

Eastern directors, Hadjithomas and Joreige speak out in discontent about 

paralysed ambitions and suppressed generational pride. They embrace the 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0369326/?ref_=tt_ov_dr
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0350666/?ref_=tt_ov_dr
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self-esteem and elation that the Arab Revolutions bring along. The ability of 

dreaming may have been impaired, but it has awakened again now. It cannot 

be stopped across the region. ‘Maybe the fear is more inside us…Maybe we 

should stop being afraid?’  

10 The Death of Mr. Lazarescu (Moartea domnului Lazarescu, Cristi Puiu, 

2005); First of All, Felicia (Felicia, înainte de toate, Melissa de Raaf, Razvan 

Radulescu, 2009); Child’s Pose (Pozitia copilului, Calin Peter Netzer, 2013).  

I am grateful to producer Ada Solomon for sending me a copy of Child’s 

Pose.  
11 I still occasionally produce writing on Bulgarian cinema and commit to 

various projects, but this I regard as a ‘sidebar’; my main interest was and 

remains the dynamics of global film culture.  

12 One such example is found in the Greek documentary Kismet (dir.Nina 

Maria Paschalidou, 2013), which offers a transnational exploration of 

audience reactions to the hugely popular Turkish soaps that are exported to 

and enjoy great reception among female audiences in a number of small 

countries across the Middle East, the Balkans, and the Caucasus. The 

filmmakers visit a number of countries and interview women-viewers in Abu 

Dhabi, Dubai, Egypt, Bulgaria, and Greece, who talk about how the Turkish 

soaps go far beyond entertainment in that they inform their thinking on gender 

relations and even encourage and empower them toward a variety of 

emancipatory moves. Women in the Emirates say they have found the courage 

to get divorced, a young woman in Egypt testifies how she went public about 

the appalling practice of 'virginity tests' by paramilitaries and the police. In 

general, all the testimonies confirm a pattern of increased assertiveness and an 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3245789/?ref_=tt_ov_dr
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improved ability to handle difficult relationship situations. The documentary 

shows persuasively how film can impact audiences across national territories. 

It is also an example of a non-expert (a Greek woman) who is confident 

enough to ‘speak’, even if she may lack the background to specific Turkish 

aspects of the productions discussed in her film. 

13 Peculiarities of the National Hunt (Osobennosty natsionalnoi okhoty, 

Alexandr Rogozhkin, Russia, 1995) – followed by two more films on ‘the 

peculiarities’: one on the ‘fishing’ (1998) and one on the ‘hunt in winter’ 

(2001). 

14 We tried to establish such point of view in the co-edited collection Cinema 

at the Periphery (2010), in continuation of the process of overcoming  

entrenched viewing positions, as exposed in Robert Stam and Ella Shohat’s 

Unthinking Eurocentrism (1994), one of my formative books.  

15 From Turkey these included Time to Love/Sevmek zamani (Metin Erksan, 

1965), Vesikaly Yarim (Lutfi Akad, 1968), and Baba (Father, Yilmaz Güney, 

1971); from Romania – La moara cu noroc (Victor Iliu 1955) and Furia 

(Raud Muntean 2002); and from the United Arab Emirates -- City of Life (Ali 

F. Mostafa, 2009) and Sea Shadow (Nawaf Al-Janah,i 2011).  I am grateful to 

Eylem Atakav, Cemal Kafadar, Marian Crisan, Raluca Iacob, Intishal Al-

Timmi, and Alia Yunis for bringing these films to my attention.  

16  My friend Mark Cousins, director of The Story of Film: An Odyssey 

(2011), told me recently that selling the rights of his film to a medium-sized 

airline (like Air Canada) brings in revenues that surpass several times over the 

funds that come in from selling the rights to a small country (like Finland). 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0351566/?ref_=tt_ov_dr
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This way, he said, an airline is actually bigger than a country (personal 

communication, May 2014, Edinburgh). 

17 I heard about the Kurdish My Sweet Pepper Land (Iraq/Germany/France, 

Hiner Saleem, 2013) from my friend Cho Young-jung, one of the 

programmers at Busan IFF in October 2013, but was only able to watch it at 

the Hong Kong IFF in March 2014. Neither the place where I first heard of it 

nor the place where I actually saw it had anything to do with the place where 

the film had been conceived and realised.  
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